Novel SBDS mutations caused by gene conversion in Japanese patients with Shwachman-Diamond syndrome.
Shwachman-Diamond syndrome (SDS; OMIM 260400) is an autosomal recessive disorder characterized by exocrine pancreatic insufficiency, bone marrow dysfunction and metaphyseal chondrodysplasia. SDS is caused by mutations in SBDS, an uncharacterized gene. A previous study in SDS patients largely of European ancestry found that most SBDS mutations occurred within a approximately 240-bp region of exon 2 and resulted from gene conversion due to recombination with a pseudogene, SBDSP. It is unknown, however, whether these findings are applicable to other ethnic groups. To address this question, we examined SBDS mutations in six Japanese families with SDS by direct sequencing. We identified compound heterozygous mutations in four families: two were recurrent (96-97insA, 258+2T>C), and three were novel [292-295delAAAG, (183-184TA>CT +201A>G), (141C>T+183-184TA>CT+201A>G)] mutations. Most of these mutations also appear to result from gene conversion, but the conversion events occurred at various sites between intron 1 and exon 3. Thus, gene conversion mutations in SBDS are common to different ethnic groups, but they are not confined to a limited region of the gene.